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Don Juan
Death and Transfiguration
Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks
Richard Strauss
from a photograph by Fr. Müller, Munich
There are few composers who have such an impressive ability to depict a story together with single existential moments in instrumental music as Richard Strauss in his *Tondichtungen* ("tone poems"). Despite the clear structure that the music follows, a closer interpretative look reveals many unanswered questions. For me, it was the in-depth discovery and exploration of these details that appealed to me, as the answers resulted in surprising nuances that helped to shape the overall sound of the pieces. One such example is the opening of *Tod und Verklärung* (Death and Transfiguration) where it is obvious that the person on the deathbed breathes heavily, characterized by the second violins and violas in a syncopated rhythm. What does the following brief interjection of the flutes mean? The answer came to me while thinking about my own dark, shimmering farmhouse parlor where I lived as a child. There, we had only a sofa and a clock on the wall that interrupted the silence. The flutes remind me of the ticking clock hand. This is why it has to sound sober, unemotional, mechanistic and almost metallic. Another such example is the end of *Don Juan* where the strings seem to tremble. It is here that one can hear the last convulsions of the hero’s dying body. This must sound nervous, dreadful and dramatic. For this reason, I took the liberty to alter the usual sound. I ask the strings to gradually transform the tone into an uncomfortable, convulsing, and shuddering ponticello until the final pizzicato marks the hero’s last heartbeat.
Another detail I would like to emphasize can be found in the trial scene of *Till Eulenspiegel*. Before Till is sentenced to death, the D-clarinet has a note that, according to Strauss, must sound *entstellt* (“distorted”). The problem with this note is that it is impossible to hear, because the whole orchestra enters with a *fortissimo*. That is why I have this “distorted” note played one octave higher than written. This way, it does not only sound higher, but tremendously *entstellt*. In my opinion, this must have been a mistake, because Strauss surely knew that the instrumentation he asked for makes the note inaudible.

*Till Eulenspiegel’s Lustige Streiche* (“Merry Pranks”) is about “funny” antics—but not all of the musically described situations are funny. Some have to be naughty, cynical, aggressive and even malicious. Many chords are marked with a *sforzato*. For me this is, at least in the beginning, where Till sticks out his tongue. Therefore, it is important that the *sforzato* sounds extremely accentuated. Another easily-overlooked detail regards the eighth-note-insertions of the horns in the first part, following bar 55. These eighth notes not only have accents, but are also marked as *mezzoforte*, while all the rest remains *piano*. It seems that Strauss wants to hear a stumbling Till, who is neither able, nor willing to walk docilely and steadily. Even the part echoing a *Wienerlied* (traditional Viennese songs), Josef Drechsler’s “*Brüderlein fein*…,” gradually loses its serene character and assumes an ironic one instead.
All three *Tondichtungen* highlight existential moments of human life. These life-defining moments deserve particular interpretative attention and acuteness. As the dying person in *Tod und Verklärung* reflects on his life, there are dance-like, swinging moments, for example, memories of his time as a student. One moment, however, seems of utmost importance to me. After the trombones have depicted “cardiac arrhythmia” in the music, the tam-tam sounds and in its echo, the soul of the deceased enters eternity. I honor this holy moment of human life by pausing with a long *fermata*. Then, a solemn pace follows (tam-tam and basses alternately), almost a march reminding me of a religious procession. Finally, you hear a sound of transfigured beauty with a hymn-like peak that signals eternal peace and rest. While *Till Eulenspiegel’s* trial scene and *Don Juan’s* last stormy *crescendo* have their peaks shortly before the end, *Tod und Verklärung* is composed with a long and solemn culmination to the very end.

These and countless other details allow the *Tondichtungen* to be told in an even more exciting way. I hope that this recording encourages listeners to continue to discover elements that make these works so vibrant and captivating even today.

—Manfred Honeck,
Music Director
Manfred Honeck has served as Music Director of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra since the 2008-2009 season. After two extensions his contract will run until the end of the 2019-2020 season. His successful work in Pittsburgh is captured on CD by the Japanese label Exton. So far, Mahler’s Symphonies Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 5, Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 5 and Richard Strauss’ *Einsamen Heldenleben* have been released to critical acclaim. The recording of Mahler’s Symphony No. 4 has won an ICMA 2012 Award.

Manfred Honeck and his orchestra present themselves regularly to the European audience. Since 2010, annual tour performances have led them to numerous European music capitals and major music festivals, amongst them Rheingau Musik Festival, Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival, Beethovenfest Bonn, Musikfest Berlin, Grafenegg Festival, Lucerne Festival and the BBC Proms. The 2012 tour focused on a week-long residency at the Vienna Musikverein. In August and September 2013, concerts took place in Grafenegg, Berlin, Bucharest, Paris, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Lucerne and Bonn. From 2007 to 2011, Manfred Honeck was Music Director of the Staatsoper Stuttgart where he conducted premieres including Berlioz’s *Les Troyens*, Mozart’s *Idomeneo*, Verdi’s *Aida*, Richard Strauss’s *Rosenkavalier*, Poulenc’s *Dialogues des Carmélites* and Wagner’s *Lohengrin* and *Parsifal* as well as numerous symphonic concerts. His operatic guest appearances include Semperoper Dresden, Komische Oper Berlin, Théâtre de la Monnaie in Brussels, Royal Opera of Copenhagen, the White Nights Festival in St. Petersburg and the Salzburg Festival.

Born in Austria, Manfred Honeck received his musical training at the Academy of
Music in Vienna. Many years of experience as a member of the Vienna Philharmonic and the Vienna State Opera Orchestra and at the helm of the Vienna Jeunesse Orchestra have given his conducting a distinctive stamp.

He commenced his career as assistant to Claudio Abbado in Vienna. Subsequently, he was engaged by the Zurich Opera House, where he was bestowed the prestigious European Conductor’s Award in 1993. Other early stations of his career include Leipzig, where he was one of three main conductors of the MDR Symphony Orchestra and Oslo, where he assumed the post of Music Director at the Norwegian National Opera on short notice for a year and, following a highly successful tour of Europe, was engaged as Principal Guest Conductor of the Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra for several years. From 2000 to 2006 he was Music Director of the Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra in Stockholm and, from 2008 to 2011, Principal Guest Conductor of the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, a position he will resume for another three years at the beginning of the season 2013/2014.

As a guest conductor Manfred Honeck has worked with leading international orchestras such as the Berlin Philharmonic, Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra, Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, Gewandhausorchester Leipzig, Staatskapelle Dresden, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre de Paris, Accademia di Santa Cecilia Rome and the Vienna Philharmonic. Orchestras he conducted in the USA include New York Philharmonic, The Cleveland Orchestra, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic and Boston Symphony Orchestra. He is also a regular guest at the Verbier Festival.

In 2010, Manfred Honeck earned an honorary doctorate from St. Vincent College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Moreover, he has been Artistic Director of the “International Concerts Wolfegg” in Germany for more than fifteen years.
A History of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

For more than 115 years, the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (PSO) has been an essential part of Pittsburgh’s cultural landscape. The PSO, known for its artistic excellence, is credited with a rich history of the world’s finest conductors and musicians, and a strong commitment to the Pittsburgh region and its citizens. This tradition was furthered in fall 2008, when Austrian conductor Manfred Honeck assumed the position of Music Director with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.

Heading the list of internationally recognized conductors to have led the PSO is Victor Herbert, Music Director between 1898 and 1904, who influenced the early development of the PSO. Preceding Herbert was Frederic Archer (1896-1899), the first Pittsburgh Orchestra Conductor. The Orchestra’s solidification as an American
institution took place in the late 1930s under the direction of Maestro Otto Klemperer. Conductors prior to Klemperer were Emil Paur (1904-1910), Elias Breeskin (1926-1930) and Antonio Modarelli (1930-1937). From 1938 to 1948, under the dynamic directorship of Fritz Reiner, the Orchestra embarked on a new phase of its history, making its first international tour and its first commercial recording.

The PSO’s standard of excellence was maintained and enhanced through the inspired leadership of William Steinberg during his quarter-century as Music Director between 1952 and 1976. André Previn (1976-1984) led the Orchestra to new heights through tours, recordings and television, including the PBS series, Previn and the Pittsburgh. Lorin Maazel began his relationship with the PSO in 1984 as Music Consultant but later served as a highly regarded Music Director from 1988-1996. As Music Director from 1997-2004, Mariss Jansons furthered the artistic growth of the orchestra, and upon his departure, the PSO created an innovative leadership model with Artistic Advisor Sir Andrew Davis, Principal Guest Conductor Yan Pascal Tortelier and Endowed Guest Conductor Chair Marek Janowski. These three conductors formed the primary artistic leadership for the Orchestra until January 2007, when the PSO selected Honeck to take the reins at the start of the 2008-2009 season. In February 2012, Honeck agreed to extend his contract with the PSO through the 2019-2020 season.

With a long and distinguished history of touring both domestically and overseas since 1900, the PSO continues to be critically acclaimed as one of the world’s greatest orchestras. With more than 35 international tours, including 20 European tours, eight trips to the Far East, and two to South America, a Far East Tour in 2002 marked first-time concerts for the Orchestra in Kuala Lumpur and Australia. Reaching a global audience, the PSO was the first American orchestra to perform at the Vatican in
January 2004 for the late Pope John Paul II, as part of the Pontiff’s Silver Jubilee celebration. In May 2009, the PSO embarked on a four concert tour of Asia, a trip which included debut performances in Shanghai, China and Kaohsiung, Taiwan, in addition to the first stop in Beijing, China since 1987. Then in September 2009, the PSO toured Europe with stops in Essen and Bonn, Germany, before closing the prestigious Lucerne Festival in Switzerland.

Following their successful European tour in 2010, the PSO and Honeck embarked on a tour of Europe in 2011, with appearances at major music festivals, including the BBC Proms at the Royal Albert Hall in London, Musikfest Berlin, Bonn’s Beethovenfestival, Lucerne Festival, Rheingau Musik Festival in Wiesbaden, and Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival in Hamburg. The PSO also performed to rave reviews in Paris, Grafenegg and Vilnius, Lithuania, on this tour.


Since 2006, the PSO has partnered with the Allegheny Conference on Community Development and its marketing affiliate, the Pittsburgh Regional Alliance, to use international tours to open doors for economic development and foreign direct investment discussions. The partnership, unique among American orchestras, has
resulted in numerous investments in the Pittsburgh region.

The Orchestra also enjoys an equally distinguished record of domestic tours, which over the years have showcased the orchestra in all of America’s major cities and music centers, including frequent performances at Carnegie Hall in New York and the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

The PSO has a long and illustrious history in the areas of recordings and radio concerts. As early as 1936, the PSO broadcast coast-to-coast, receiving increased national attention in 1982 through its series of network radio broadcasts by Public Radio International, produced by WQED-FM 89.3 in Pittsburgh.
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Technical Recording Notes

We at Soundmirror believe, that in a good and successful recording, the sound has to serve the music. While an important goal is to truthfully represent the acoustical event in the hall, another is to capture the composer’s intention reflected in the score and its realization by the performer. To achieve these goals, extensive collaboration and communication between the artists and the recording team are of utmost importance.

Based on our long experience of recording the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in Heinz Hall, we chose five omnidirectional DPA 4006 microphones as our main microphone array. Supplementing those with “spot mics” to clarify the detail of the orchestration, we worked toward realizing above goals. Extensive listening sessions with Maestro Honeck and orchestra musicians were crucial in refining the final balance.

This recording was made and post produced in 64fs DSD on a Pyramix workstation to give you, the listener, the highest sound quality possible.

We hope, you will enjoy listening to this recording as much as we enjoyed making it! —Mark Donahue, John Newton and Dirk Sobotka

For more than 40 years, Soundmirror has been the first choice recording and post-production company for orchestras, choral groups, opera companies, solo artists, and record labels. Soundmirror’s recordings have received over 80 GRAMMY® nominations and awards as well as special commendations from prestigious publications.

For more information about Soundmirror: http://www.soundmirror.com/
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Heinz Hall for the Performing Arts, Pittsburgh, PA
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